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the toyota mr2 is a line of two seater mid engined rear wheel drive sports cars manufactured in
japan and marketed globally by toyota from 1984 until 2007 over three generations w10 1984
1989 w20 1989 1999 and w30 1999 2007 it is japan s first rear mid engined production car its
powertrains increased in power to cope with the standard car making 130 hp from a 2 2 liter 16
valve inline four borrowed from the camry while the mr2 turbo made 200 hp with its 2 0 liter
sure it s easy to see how the toyota mr2 could be a clandestine lotus project its mid engined
layout relatively light weight and capable macpherson strut suspension made for an
exceptionally good handling car with more character than we had come to expect from japanese
cars of the era the mr2 spyder is a mid engine sports car with a 1 8 liter four cylinder engine and
a manual or sequential manual transmission learn about its handling potential problems and
how much you can expect to pay for one the new mr2 will see toyota partner up with suzuki as
an engine provider it will use a one liter turbocharged three cylinder engine known as k10c this
is an engine that s already been used in the mr2 earned rave reviews from the press for its
finely balanced handling its superb five speed gearbox and its jewel like twin cam sixteen valve
four cylinder engine the standard mr2 featured a naturally aspirated 2 2 litre 5s fe engine that
produced 130hp while the turbocharged model was given the 2 0 litre 3s gte engine with 200hp
european markets were given three trim levels to choose from including the coupe the gt coupe
and the gt t bar the aw11 toyota mr2 is a mid engine sports car which dominated during the 80s
here s how to buy one today latest models technical specs for toyota mr2 model generations
mr2 w30 mr2 w20 mr2 w10 toyota mr2 mk3 in detail pair its 975kg kerb weight with its 1 8 litre
dohc naturally aspirated four cylinder and its 138bhp output feels much more spritely than in
the celica it s derived the toyota now puts out 328 horses and 270 lb ft a far cry from the
naturally aspirated four cylinder it originally came with from the factory thanks in no small part
to gouky headers a tcs the toyota mr2 is a mid engine rear wheel drive two seater sports car the
mr originally stood for midship runabout 2 seater but later evolved into mid engine rear wheel
drive or mid rear engine or any number of other variations the toyota mr2 is a two seater
japanese sports car manufactured by toyota central motors corporation from 1984 to 2007 in
total 3 generations of the model were made the car has a mid engine layout and rear wheel
drive the abbreviation of the name stands for mid engined small and two seater toyota mr2
specifications view toyota mr2 configurations including dimensions engine cc width length in
feet mm tyre size all features from base to top model each generation of the mr2 came with
options catering to different performance desires and economic considerations the initial w10
models showcased engines ranging from the modest 1 5 liter inline 4 to the more peppy 1 6 liter
unit gasoline engines toyota mr2 1 6l 5mt 116 hp toyota mr2 1 6l 5mt 124 hp complete timeline
of toyota mr2 models and generations with photos specs reference and production years a
forum community dedicated to toyota mr2 owners and enthusiasts come join the discussion
about performance modifications troubleshooting turbos maintenance and more 1991 mr2
toyota two engines were available on the lower end was the 5sfe a 2 2 liter inline four offering
130 horsepower and 145 pound feet of torque sitting longitudinally behind the driver and
breathing in through the bisected vent just aft of the left door 9 mid engined thrills while not fast
by modern standards the peppy mr2 would hit 60 mph in around 8 seconds thanks to excellent
weight distribution from the mid mounted setup it could carry that speed through corners in a
balanced manageable way the 998cc engine normally packs 109 horsepower 81 3 kilowatts and
125 pound feet 170 nm but a 150 horsepower figure has been quoted since toyota s goal is to
make the new mr 2
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toyota mr2 wikipedia May 27 2024
the toyota mr2 is a line of two seater mid engined rear wheel drive sports cars manufactured in
japan and marketed globally by toyota from 1984 until 2007 over three generations w10 1984
1989 w20 1989 1999 and w30 1999 2007 it is japan s first rear mid engined production car

the toyota mr2 history generations models motortrend
Apr 26 2024
its powertrains increased in power to cope with the standard car making 130 hp from a 2 2 liter
16 valve inline four borrowed from the camry while the mr2 turbo made 200 hp with its 2 0 liter

what to know before buy a first generation toyota mr2
Mar 25 2024
sure it s easy to see how the toyota mr2 could be a clandestine lotus project its mid engined
layout relatively light weight and capable macpherson strut suspension made for an
exceptionally good handling car with more character than we had come to expect from japanese
cars of the era

everything you need to know before buying a used
toyota mr2 Feb 24 2024
the mr2 spyder is a mid engine sports car with a 1 8 liter four cylinder engine and a manual or
sequential manual transmission learn about its handling potential problems and how much you
can expect to pay for one

2025 toyota mr2 everything we know so far top speed
Jan 23 2024
the new mr2 will see toyota partner up with suzuki as an engine provider it will use a one liter
turbocharged three cylinder engine known as k10c this is an engine that s already been used in

1985 toyota mr2 long term test car and driver Dec 22
2023
the mr2 earned rave reviews from the press for its finely balanced handling its superb five speed
gearbox and its jewel like twin cam sixteen valve four cylinder engine

toyota mr2 history every generation garage dreams Nov
21 2023
the standard mr2 featured a naturally aspirated 2 2 litre 5s fe engine that produced 130hp while
the turbocharged model was given the 2 0 litre 3s gte engine with 200hp european markets
were given three trim levels to choose from including the coupe the gt coupe and the gt t bar

vintage views toyota mr2 mid engined magic for the
masses Oct 20 2023
the aw11 toyota mr2 is a mid engine sports car which dominated during the 80s here s how to
buy one today
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specs for all toyota mr2 generations ultimate specs Sep
19 2023
latest models technical specs for toyota mr2 model generations mr2 w30 mr2 w20 mr2 w10

toyota mr2 mk3 review history prices and specs evo Aug
18 2023
toyota mr2 mk3 in detail pair its 975kg kerb weight with its 1 8 litre dohc naturally aspirated
four cylinder and its 138bhp output feels much more spritely than in the celica it s derived

1994 toyota mr2 mid engine marvel motortrend Jul 17
2023
the toyota now puts out 328 horses and 270 lb ft a far cry from the naturally aspirated four
cylinder it originally came with from the factory thanks in no small part to gouky headers a tcs

mr2 wiki Jun 16 2023
the toyota mr2 is a mid engine rear wheel drive two seater sports car the mr originally stood for
midship runabout 2 seater but later evolved into mid engine rear wheel drive or mid rear engine
or any number of other variations

toyota mr2 engines specs problems mymotorlist com
May 15 2023
the toyota mr2 is a two seater japanese sports car manufactured by toyota central motors
corporation from 1984 to 2007 in total 3 generations of the model were made the car has a mid
engine layout and rear wheel drive the abbreviation of the name stands for mid engined small
and two seater

toyota mr2 specifications dimensions configurations Apr
14 2023
toyota mr2 specifications view toyota mr2 configurations including dimensions engine cc width
length in feet mm tyre size all features from base to top model

what engine does the mr2 have exploring toyota s sports
car Mar 13 2023
each generation of the mr2 came with options catering to different performance desires and
economic considerations the initial w10 models showcased engines ranging from the modest 1 5
liter inline 4 to the more peppy 1 6 liter unit

all toyota mr2 models by year 1985 1999 autoevolution
Feb 12 2023
gasoline engines toyota mr2 1 6l 5mt 116 hp toyota mr2 1 6l 5mt 124 hp complete timeline of
toyota mr2 models and generations with photos specs reference and production years
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mr2 owners club forum Jan 11 2023
a forum community dedicated to toyota mr2 owners and enthusiasts come join the discussion
about performance modifications troubleshooting turbos maintenance and more

your handy 1991 95 toyota mr2 mkii buyer s guide
hagerty Dec 10 2022
1991 mr2 toyota two engines were available on the lower end was the 5sfe a 2 2 liter inline four
offering 130 horsepower and 145 pound feet of torque sitting longitudinally behind the driver
and breathing in through the bisected vent just aft of the left door

10 things gearheads forgot about the toyota mr2 hotcars
Nov 09 2022
9 mid engined thrills while not fast by modern standards the peppy mr2 would hit 60 mph in
around 8 seconds thanks to excellent weight distribution from the mid mounted setup it could
carry that speed through corners in a balanced manageable way

here s why the next gen toyota mr2 will be more
significant Oct 08 2022
the 998cc engine normally packs 109 horsepower 81 3 kilowatts and 125 pound feet 170 nm but
a 150 horsepower figure has been quoted since toyota s goal is to make the new mr 2
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